**Cherry Hill & Lakeview**

*Vision Statements*

Prioritize owners taking care of property, having responsible landlords, to keep community feel

Preserve look of neighborhood

*Encourage Green Space; tree plantings and the addition of new parks

Encourage water conservancy.

Encourage air quality improvement (by fixing traffic congestion)

Live, work, play is not an option for this neighborhood, so need to be able to move through neighborhood in efficient and safe way. This includes multi-model transportation.

Keep neighborhood as neighborhood; no zoning changes and keep new high-density housing along University Parkway

Reserve Open Space on West Side of Geneva to help preserve mental health

**Sunset Heights East & West**

Strong viable neighborhood next to strong viable university.

Convenient neighborhood that isn't car dependent, is bicycle friendly, pedestrian friendly (walkable) and community oriented.

Viable green space, green space prioritized in parks and open spaces not front yards

Work together with UVU and City with mutual respect for addressing growth and the impact on the neighborhood and city.

Build a tighter-knit community through strong neighborhood interaction